
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of specialist, training. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for specialist, training

Partnering with functional area subject matter experts to develop and
implement on the job training (OJT), E-Learning (CBT), and Instructor-Led
Training (ILT) materials for use in Quality functions
Partnering with functional area subject matter experts in the Quality
Organization to develop and/or rework E-Learning and Classroom training
content per the training material transition protocol project plan
Conducts research and collects reference materials to provide up-to-date
training materials to be utilized by the Training & Development department
Responsible for training records administration and retention both electronic
and hard copy
Conducting on-site training for Spillman software and designated third party
software
Completing department required reports within set standards
Manage communication with customer contact(s) related to the training
schedule
Manage multiple training projects simultaneously
Consults with business partners to assess training
Coordinates and facilitates recurrent training

Qualifications for specialist, training

An intermediate level of proficiency with the Microsoft Suite, including
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Experience leveraging learning management systems, Event Management
Systems, PeopleSoft, WebEx and/or similar systems
Four-year degree with emphasis on communications, education, business or
finance
You will be required to be flexible both in your approach to delivery, and to
be flexible to fit in with business operational hours and specific client or
business requirements
You will evaluate all of your learning interventions and work on a continuous
improvement basis to ensure that all requirements are addressed for your
delegates and your business stakeholders
A degree of flexibility within working hours is standard as the business does
support the operational team who work shift hours


